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HOLIDAY
DECORATING
CONTEMPORARY
HOLIDAY HITS
PUNCTUATE
AN ARTS AND
CRAFTS HOUSE
REDEFINED BY
A MODERNMINDED
PERSPECTIVE.
Text by Leanne Delap

Photography by Ted Yarwood

BREAK WITH
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In Jennifer and Glenn
Mackintosh’s Toronto Arts
and Crafts house,the living
room’s strong symmetry
enhances the space’s
elegant aesthetic.Tailored
wood-framed sofas,a
burled-wood coffee table,
new marble fireplace
surround and taffeta
drapery are luxurious,
classic elements.Glass
shelves displaying bold
pottery and leather-bound
books lend the room a
modern sensibility.
Artwork by Eldon Garnet;
all floral arrangements,
silverleaf-finished finials,
Horticultural Design;red
balls,Eureka Importing;
greenery,Highland
Evergreen Supply.

TRADITION
SEE SOURCE GUIDE
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Atop the entry hall’s
Louis-Philippe commode,
an arrangement of purpledyed millet,boxwood,
evergreen and ornaments
ties in with the purple
velvet ribbon and salal
garlands.Arrangement,
Horticultural Design;
greenery, Highland
Evergreen Supply; ribbon,
Masterstroke Canada;
photographs by Franz
Rosenbaum; stair railing,
Sharon Mimran.
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Over the past

few years, the
home of Jennifer and Glenn Mackintosh has gradually
evolved into the go-to spot for family Christmas gettogethers, and the arrival of their two children,
Madelyn, 3, and Rowan, 1, has helped perpetuate this
indelible custom along the way. “To me, the holiday
season has always been a time for family, but it’s even
more so now with the kids,” says Jennifer. “We want to
carry on traditions with them, like leaving out milk and
cookies for Santa Claus, and waking up early Christmas
morning to open the presents.” Their generous kitchen
sees plenty of family helping Jennifer get the turkey
dinner on the table. Two Christmas trees grace the
house: an elegantly trimmed Douglas fir in the living
room acts as the focal point of holiday parties, and a
tree in the basement playroom provides something just
for the kids to decorate.
While Christmas at the couple’s house is a purely
traditional event, their approach to design reflects a
more modern-day sensibility. When Jennifer and Glenn
purchased the 1913 Arts and Crafts house in midtown

LEFT:In the kitchen,
Jennifer and Madelyn,now
3,put the finishing touches
on a gingerbread house.
French doors access the
backyard.Gingerbread
house,candy,All the Best
Fine Foods.
BELOW: Leggy
furnishings and a sculptural
Noguchi coffee table
create an airy look in the
living room.Tree,Highland
Evergreen Supply;martini
glasses,clear ornaments,Tag;
metallic ornaments,
Nutcracker Designs;round
ornaments,Eureka
Importing;disco ball
ornaments,green tray,tree
topper,Indoors & Out;
ribbon,Masterstroke
Canada;wrapping paper,
Paper E.Clips;white mini
lights,Rona;artwork by
David Miller.
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The kitchen showcases
designer Sharon
Mimran’s trademark
palette of black, brown
and creamy white.The
wall of windows
overlooking the backyard
creates a bright, open
look.The ample island,
topped with cream and
grey granite, provides a
spot for guests to gather.
Plates,bowls,Tag;artwork
(over stove) by Drew
Klassen;artwork (left of
staircase) by Greg Nordoff.

The dining room’s antique
light fixtures pay homage
to the house’s Arts and
Crafts roots.The chairs
are a curvaceous take on
clean-lined Parsons
chairs.Displaying a
collection of white
stoneware,the traditional
sideboard makes a
striking focal point.
Striped drapery lends
contemporary punch.A
pair of ponyskin-clad side
chairs (one visible) is an
unexpected element.
Silver ornaments,glass
cloches,Horticultural
Design;photographs by
Tom Horbett.
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RIGHT:Amaryllis is
displayed in a stunning
modern arrangement in
the dining room.Nestled
among lengths of
horsetail,the blooms are
cinched together with a
garland of tiny crystal
grapes.Floral arrangement,
Horticultural Design.
BELOW: On the dining
table set for a holiday
dinner,silver chargers
piled high with ornaments
and sprigs of blue spruce,
all covered with glass
cloches,make festive
centrepieces.Ribbon (on
presents), Masterstroke
Canada; chargers, Indoors
& Out; candle holders,
taper candles, placemats,
napkins,Tag; greenery,
Highland Evergreen Supply;
wrapping paper, Paper E.
Clips; round ornaments,
Eureka Importing.

SEE SOURCE GUIDE

Toronto three years ago, they were attracted to the
established neighbourhood, which offered proximity to
downtown and plenty of parks, the house’s size,
suitable for a growing family, and the unique stone
exterior. But they knew the English-style interior
needed a facelift before it could offer them the cleanlined, pared-down look they were seeking. “We wanted
an old house because we like the architectural
character, but we wanted it refurbished to suit a
contemporary, urban lifestyle,” says Jennifer.
Designer Sharon Mimran was enlisted to instill her
trademark uncluttered, metropolitan style and simple,
neutral palette. Her first move was to remove walls to
open up and renovate the kitchen (featured in House &
Home, October 2003). Mimran then reconfigured the
staircases and installed windows and french doors to
let light flood the house. Expanding the kitchen offered
Jennifer ample space for guests to gather, visit and
sometimes pitch in. “I’m a terrible cook,” she laughs.
“Cooking for Christmas tends to be a family project.”
The rest of the house’s footprint remained the same
and those spaces simply underwent cosmetic updates.
Substantial new mouldings and baseboards throughout
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LEFT:The pared-down,
sophisticated aesthetic
continues in the master
bedroom.A quilted
Ultrasuede headboard
framed with dark wood,
caned dark-wood stools
and a luxurious faux-fur
throw provide contrast
with the crisp white
bedding.Ribbon,
Masterstroke Canada;
wrapping paper, Paper E.
Clips; headboard, throw,
Sharon Mimran.
BELOW:The creamy
marble floors and
countertop and dark
wood vanity and bathtub
surround imbue the
master bathroom with a
clean,masculine look.
Unexpected area rugs add
warmth.Vanity,Sharon
Mimran and Wayne
Swadron Architect.

enhanced the traditional character the Mackintoshes
like. Oak floors stained chocolate brown and creamy
white walls provided a sophisticated contrasting
backdrop against which Mimran and the Mackintoshes
juxtaposed an elegant mix of old and new. “Jennifer
and Glenn wanted a rich, luxurious aesthetic that was
also easy to live with and suitable for both adults and
children,” says Mimran. “This means indestructible
furniture in neutral colours and comfortable, tactile
fabrics.” She combined crisply tailored custom-made
pieces with a few tasteful antiques and modern
classics, imbuing a clean-lined, timeless look.
To adopt a look for the holidays that would be as
timeless as the decor, Jennifer turned to Michael
Renaud of Toronto’s Horticultural Design. “Because
the house was so clean and simple, I wanted to deviate
from a traditional holiday palette but still remain
classic,” says Renaud. A rich purple, which he calls
“bishop’s purple,” is paired with white flowers, natural
greenery and silver accents. The scheme complements
the black and white shades and dark-wood tones
throughout. “Although I like traditional elements, I’m
not over the top. I like to keep the clutter to a
minimum, which is how I approach Christmas
decorating as well,” says Jennifer.
The pared-down, contemporary holiday theme starts
in the entry hall where salal garlands CONTINUED ON PAGE 314
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ABOVE: In the dining
room,wintry views
complement an urn filled
with sparkly silver and
glass balls.A feather boa
trimming the sill emulates
snow.Silver balls, Eureka
Importing; glass balls,Tag;
white lights, Canadian Tire;
boa,White on White.
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In the guest bedroom,a
mix of detailed elements
— a leather nailheadtrimmed headboard,
ornate antique side tables,
and whimsical French
lamps with punchy acidgreen shades — create a
surprisingly simple look.
Artwork (above bed) by
Nancy Kembry.
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